YOU KNOW AS WELL AS US THE POWER OF AN EXEMPLARY
CONTENT CAMPAIGN. WHAT YOU MIGHT NOT KNOW ABOUT
ADNEWS IS THAT WE HAVE BEEN IN THE BUSINESS OF
CREATING CONTENT FOR 90 YEARS. THAT GIVES US A PRETTY
STRONG HEAD START, DOESN’T IT?
WE ALSO HAVE TWO OTHER DISTINCT ADVANTAGES: WE UNDERSTAND YOUR
BUSINESS, WHAT IT IS YOU’RE TRYING TO ACHIEVE AND THE WIDER LANDSCAPE
YOU’RE OPERATING IN – THAT’S OUR BREAD AND BUTTER; DAY-IN, DAY-OUT.
OUR SECOND ADVANTAGE IS OUR READERSHIP: 170,000 AVERAGE MONTHLY UNIQUE
ONLINE READERS, 19,000 NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS, 5,000 PRINT SUBSCRIBERS,
16,000 FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS, 8,500 LINKEDIN FOLLOWERS, AND 40,600 ON
TWITTER – FOR THE MOST PART (OK, MAYBE NOT THE WHOLE TWITTER ARMY) THEY
ARE LOYAL, ENGAGED AND SMART.
YOU PROBABLY KNOW WHO OUR READERSHIP IS: THEY ARE YOUR COLLEAGUES,
CLIENTS, RIVALS, OR MORE PERTINENTLY, YOUR FUTURE CUSTOMERS. DISTRIBUTING
CONTENT THROUGH OUR CHANNELS IS AN ENDORSED INTRODUCTION TO THAT
CLIENT OF THE FUTURE.

LET US SHOW YOU WHAT 90 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE LOOKS LIKE.
WELCOME TO 1928 CONTENT.
NICOLA RICHES

ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER
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Why 1928 Content?
♦ E SSENTIAL COMBINATION OF PRODUCTION &

AMPLIFICATION

♦ A N ESTABLISHED, ENGAGED, SAVVY AND HIGHLY

SOUGHT-AFTER AUDIENCE

♦ A TEAM OF WRITERS, DESIGNERS AND CREATORS WHO

ARE FIRST AND FOREMOST PUBLISHING EXPERTS

♦ W RITERS, EDITORS, SUBS, DESIGNERS, VIDEO MAKERS

AND AUDIO ENGINEERS WHO HAVE AN IMPLICIT
UNDERSTANDING OF THE ADVERTISING, MARKETING
AND MEDIA LANDSCAPE – AND ITS EXPECTATIONS

♦ T HE ABILITY TO BREATHE LIFE INTO YOUR STORIES

IN A MULTITUDE OF DIFFERENT WAYS

♦ A STRONG, ENGAGED NETWORK ON SOCIAL MEDIA,

AND A SOCIAL MANAGER WHO CAN OPTIMISE IT

♦ T HE STRIKING OF AN INDEPENDENT EDITORIAL

THE 1928 CONTENT OFFERING

Our production capabilities know no bounds, and every client will require a different
editorial push, or branded content function.
♦♦ N
 ews articles (on the fly; or as part of
your editorial calendar)
♦♦ A
 ssistance in devising an editorial
calendar
♦♦ Digital and print features
♦♦ Interviews, conducted by our journos,
edited by editors with 20+ years’
experience
♦♦ Profile pieces
♦♦ H
 ijack our “Five-mins with” articles
(snappy intros to your execs)
♦♦ B
 e a part of our “Meet The Team”
articles (an intro to your entire team)

♦♦ White papers
♦♦ Analysis pieces
♦♦ Inclusion in our investigative work in
print
♦♦ Videos
♦♦ P
 odcasts (bespoke, or inclusion in our
monthly editorial podcast)
♦♦ R
 oundtable discussions, accompanied
by print and digital assets
♦♦ O
 pportunity to roll out content at our
AdNews Live and Summit events
♦♦ A
 ny other ideas that come to mind.
Let’s try and shake things up together.

♦♦ Social media campaigns
♦♦ O
 pinion pieces – with assistance or not,
depending on your writing confidence
♦♦ O
 p-eds – plus help if required to devise
and write successful op-eds
♦♦ Surveys
♦♦ R
 esearch pieces (fuelled by AdNews,
or fuelled by you)

TONE VIA AN ADNEWS LENS
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AUTOMOTIVE MARKETING

Culture beyond category
Culture marketing is nothing new, a brand
such as Red Bull is arguably better known
for extreme sports and music events than its
caffeine rich energy drink. Publishers such

as Vice, well known for being edgy and youth
oriented, are tapping into the power of culture
not just from a sales perspective, but in
advertising.
“We fundamentally believe that culture
marketing is the way of the future, particularly
with a younger demographic,” Vice’s commercial
director Alex Light said.
“Data that we've seen suggests the millennial
demographic responds much more to this type
of marketing than the older demographic and it
has much greater influence on purchase intent.
To meaningfully impact on culture you've
actually got to start something new.”
Media agency Carat said it has been
“obsessed” by the move from category to culture
for a couple of years now.
“We know one of the most important things
for our clients is to increasingly build trust
with their consumers,” Carat global head of
innovation JR Little revealed. “The way to build
trust is understanding consumers deeply and
building a relationship with them in the cultural
settings that matter to them.”
The end goal, Little added, is to get consumers

to think about a brand before they enter a
category setting, where the battle turns to price,
utility and other practicalities.

Authenticity play
Indeed, keeping a consumer in a culture setting
is supposed to give a brand an advantage,
but is this the case across all categories and
companies?
Not so said Multi Channel Network editorat-large, Paul McIntyre, who takes a more
cautious view of brands that try to play the
culture card.
“I guess when this whole notion of brands
inserting themselves in culture comes in, we
have to ask if they have the right, and does it
make sense?” he queried.
“There's lots of volume but being meaningful
is another thing altogether.”
McIntyre cited content marketing as an
example of that. A 2015 study across six social
platforms found that content volume from
brands was up 60% while engagement was
down 19%.
www.adnews.com.au | 08 July 2016

DIGITAL DRIVING A
NEW AUTO JOURNEY
Australians are spending less time buying a car today than
they ever have, despite having a seemingly endless amount
of choice, according to new Ipsos research, commissioned
by carsales. AdNews crunches the numbers.
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VEHICLE BUYING JOURNEY IN 2013 VS 2017
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SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCE THROUGHOUT THE CAR BUYING JOURNEY
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audience,” she said. “I’ve got to say it is an
audience that is very hungry for a lot of
information and that’s everything from a race
meet through to what's under the bonnet, what
the next version of the car is going to be, who
the racing drivers are, all that kind of stuff.”

December 2017 | www.adnews.com.au

Where culture marketing becomes more
challenging for Holden is when it is competing
with other brands, such as creating an
experience around a specific model of car.
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SOCIAL
NETWORKING
SITES

18%

13%

ONLINE VIDEO
STREAMING

16%

12%

7%

8%

WEB FORUMS

13%

13%

11%

7%
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Continues on page 22
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MEET THE PANEL

The influence of social media is minimal throughout the car buying consumer journey.

• Karen Stocks
CEO – Twitter Australia

• Sam Hegg
Chief strategy officer – Carat Australia

• Alex Light
Commercial director – Vice Australia

• Carly Drew
Associate strategy director – Isobar

• Paul McIntyre
Editor-at-large – MCN

• Ellie Rogers
Head of agency sales – Facebook

• Geraldine Davys
Executive director of marketing
– GM Holden

CONSUMER CONFIDENCE IN CONDUCTING THE PURCHASE ONLINE
CHOOSING THE VEHICLE YOU
WANT TO PURCHASE ONLINE

MODERATOR:

PUTTING DOWN A DEPOSIT
FOR THE VEHICLE ONLINE

PAYING FOR THE ENTIRE
VEHICLE ONLINE

• Rosie Baker
Editor – AdNews
41%
NEW CAR
32%
USED CAR

• JR Little
Global head of innovation – Carat Global
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AUTOMOTIVE MARKETING REPORT IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

IN THE PAST FOUR YEARS, 2016, while most of the traditional
Another major manufacturer
the path to purchase an automo- mediums have continued to de- that has evolved how it reaches
bile has shortened by 48 days, ac- cline: print consumption is down
consumers is Toyota. Ally Cooney,
cording to new research by Ipsos. 8.6%, magazines are down 11.2% head of digital at Toyota’s media
This streamlined consumer jour- and broadcast TV is down 1%, ac- agency The Media Store, says the
ney, as well as an increasing pro- cording to figures by Zenith.
once stressful process of buying a
pensity to lean on digital media
Gone are the days where car car from dealers has become stressat each phase of the process, is research involved wading through
free as buyers have all the power.
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Twitter Australia chief executive Karen Stocks
observed that a common pitfall is brands
treating culture marketing as another fad.
“We see some brands that do it for the sake
of it, they think it is a marketing strategy to
attract a specific audience versus fundamentally
believing this is a new way to have a
conversation,” she said.
One company that is playing into culture
with varying degrees of success is Australia’s
iconic carmaker Holden. In some parts of the
business, such as motorsports, Holden has
a loyal and passionate following that is fully
engaged with the brand.
Holden’s involvement in the sport is genuine;
the brand has a long running rivalry with Ford
in the Supercar Series and Bathurst 1000.
The carmaker nurtures its fanbase through
digital and social media as well as TV and live
interactions at race meets.
GM Holden executive director of marketing
Geraldine Davys pointed out that “putting the
customer at the centre of everything we do”
has been a vital part of fine–tuning the culture
marketing piece.
“It’s a really, really tight, effective way
of communicating with a totally engaged

AUTOMOTIVE MARKETING REPORT IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

AUTOMOTIVE MARKETING

COMPARISON TO THE CLOSEST COMPETITOR THROUGHOUT THE STAGES

A new conversation

In the information age, consumers are increasingly savvy when it comes to marketing.
Today, consumers know more about the products, services and brands that interest them
than ever before, which makes culture more important to building brands than category.
AdNews partnered with Carat to explore the big shift from category to culture.

merely getting a product in front of eyeballs is
rarely going to be enough. Getting someone to
buy into a brand could have more to do with how
that brand is perceived rather than the product
or service being provided.
For internet savvy people, including most
people under the age of 40, marketers view
consumer engagement as a powerful weapon in
getting a message out there. However, it often
requires a nuanced approach that relies less on
telling people what they should buy rather than
building a customer experience that gently tugs
at their curiosity.
Enter ‘culture marketing’, where building a
memorable experience and community builds
trust and consumer loyalty, eventually leading to
sales, or so we are told.

In partnership with AdNews

“One thing we do really well as an industry
is clutter and volume ... we throw more shit at
people and peak capacity in terms of attention,”
McIntyre said. “It's not either/or when it comes
to broadcast or social, it's about getting the mix
right and being authentic.”
Carat chief strategy officer Sam Hegg
believes a lot of brands try to ‘piggy back’
these cultural trends, which often are spurred
from youth culture, but where this often falls
down is the authenticity part. It’s a viewpoint
shared by most of the roundtable, particularly
Isobar associate strategy director Carly Drew.
“I think all brands have the right to play in this
space but if they can't do it well or authentically,
they do it badly so their right is then removed,”
she said. The space to play in is much more
limited for brands that are in low interest
categories or have low purchase frequencies,
Drew added.
McIntyre disagreed that all brands and
categories can do it successfully, suggesting
there are some brands, such as toilet paper
or tomato sauce, where it might only work for
10% of their customer base.
“I want to be seriously convinced by someone
that every category and brand can do it and
simultaneously ... you've got an even bigger
fight to get cut–through,” he stated.

Brands in the
age of culture
IN AN era where there is so much choice,

CATEGORY TO CULTURE ROUNDTABLE | CARAT

Awareness

In partnership with AdNews

Awareness

CATEGORY TO CULTURE ROUNDTABLE | CARAT

42%
NEW CAR
32%
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39%
NEW CAR
30%
USED CAR
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A future where vehicles can be purchased entirely online.
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decisions and buying those vehicles and, as
an industry, we're not talking to them. I think
you can't just put all your bets in one media
type either, so it can't just be all TV or switch
it all to digital or Facebook or Google.”
The Ipsos study, commissioned by carsales, polled 675 consumers about what their
key influences were during each stage of the
purchase journey – including traditional media, digital media, people and activities.
In the initial landscape building stage,
the top influencers were spouse/partner
(47%), car review and comparison websites
(39%) and search (33%). Buyers in this early
phase are driven by emotional cues, such as
inspiration and feeling.
Buyers in the 'validate' stage are looking to refine their choices with more rational thinking, influenced most by car
review/comparison sites (52%) and dealer
websites (48%), the study found.
The third 'Select' stage leans heavily on
the influence of a spouse/partner (52%), car
review/comparison sites (46%) and dealer websites (41%) with similar influences
found in the final stage, ownership.
Carsales received top marks in awareness, usage, relevance and importance
among competitor sites (see chart, left).
Auto marketers have been investing
heavily in digital channels to try and reach
car buyers throughout the consumer journey. In the past 10 years, automotive media spend in digital has grown by 450% to
$230.3 million in FY17.
Car brands still invest heavily in television advertising ($341.5 million) although
these budgets have only grown marginally compared to digital. By comparison,
outdoor and radio media budgets have
nearly doubled in the past 10 years, while
there have been large declines in print advertising, a trend that is occurring across
other sectors.
“If you took digital out, the overall
splits probably haven't changed that dramatically,” Jaffrey points out. “As digital
has grown, that budget has had to come
from somewhere so some of those more
traditional channels have come down to
an extent to balance that out.”
The two digital channels that are attracting the largest investment from marketers
are content sites, such as established car review/comparison websites, and search. The
use of programmatic exchanges that help
marketers better target consumers are also
on the rise, albeit from a lower base.
“We aim to be where the fish are fishing,
those big auto classifieds sites,” Cooney says.
“How we work with those really important
partners is key. We are more interested in
content video – sight, sound motion is so
powerful for our category…that is something
we’re really focused on this year as part of
our evolution of how we get Toyota in front
of people at the right time that adds value.”

‘Our marketplace is a treasure trove for car brands’
Carsales is not only a one-stop shop for consumers, it is the most
data rich auto marketing platform in Australia. AdNews caught up with
carsales head of product and insights Sam Granleese to find out how
auto brands are using the platform to connect to consumers and make
more effective stocking, timing, pricing and marketing decisions.

ADNEWS: The past 10 years has
seen a significant increase in
investment from the auto sector
into digital channels. This growth
in ad revenue means that digital
transparency is a hot topic in
the advertising industry. What is
carsales doing to address the issue?

SAM GRANLEESE (SG):
Carsales’ media solutions sit
inside a bigger ecosystem that’s
a marketplace of car buyers and
sellers. his environment is based
on authenticated personal data,
online body language, highly
granular vehicle history and high
volumes of real transactions. We
love being asked about media
attribution, driving consideration,
or the influence of marketing on
sales because we can drill right into
these outcomes, and rewind the
clock to observe what influenced
these changes in the marketplace,
when and how.
Lately we’ve been big supporters
of commonly accepted marketing
concepts that have been forgotten
in the rush to digital and automation
- such as the power of context or
in-category reach vs precision
targeting. Our business started
as an ecommerce and car sales
website, so being able to quantify
and prove that our products and
solutions generate sales has always
been part of our DNA.

ADNEWS: An interesting finding
in the Ipsos report is that the
consumer journey has shortened
considerably from 4.3 months
to 2.7 months with the transition
from shortlist to ‘done deal’ taking
only 21 days. What do you believe
is driving this trend?

December 2017 | www.adnews.com.au

SG: The shortening is a

SG: Yes, we see a massive

consequence of growing
consumer confidence. The
more access to the right
information, and growing trust
in certain digital ecosystems is
leading to a more informed and
empowered consumer - and
even willingness to pay deposits
or transact a car contract online.
The interesting thing is that
in the early stage of the journey,
what we call the landscape
and validate stages, haven't
changed too much. It’s really the
conversion from consideration
to intent or action that has
contracted.

opportunity for buyers to do
online transactions. It's not that
they won't do a test drive, but
we predict that tactile test drive
experience will happen much
earlier as part of the research
phase. And when they are
ready to transact it will happen
online and they won't require
a secondary test drive. Of
course there will be consumers
that are unlikely to conduct
their purchase online but our
research suggests they’re in the
older demographics.
With used cars or old cars
it's a different story because you
are assessing its condition - but
with brand new cars protected by
consumer laws buyers are much
less worried once they've had
an experience, whether it's in a
shopping centre, a test drive or
driving a friend’s car.
It will be a slow transition
though, because there is such
a huge investment in the retail
footprint of new car sellers. We
also predict there will be growth
of online buying in groups where
English is a second language and
certain groups of women that are
more informed and don't want
that confrontational experience
and upselling in the dealership.

ADNEWS: What does this mean
for auto marketers?

SG: For marketers, that means
when someone is considering
a vehicle retailers have to be
available and responsive to
consumers immediately. If you're
being compared with someone
else and you’re not engaging
quickly enough the other car
brand will get the sale.
The competition at the bottom
end of the funnel has never been
greater because consumers want
to close the loop. That conversion
into shopping and pricing and
transacting has rapidly sped up,
so it is important for marketers
to be able to convert that
awareness storytelling, that
branding and educational aspect
into retail and action. Those
two often different phases of
consumer engagement need to
come together in the auto space
much more cohesively.

ADNEWS: Is the market getting
to a level of confidence and
trust where the whole consumer
journey could take place online
without the need for test drives
or dealership visits?

ADNEWS: I understand carsales
has developed the functionality to
allow consumers to buy cars from
manufacturers online. Can you
elaborate on this?

SG: We have built the whole
infrastructure for the Subaru
website (subaru.com.au). You can
buy all of their range of models
online, end-to-end. We're making
that technology available to other
companies from January next
year. It will happen on our website,
manufacturers' master brand and/
or dealer websites. We've had a

number of genuine enquiries from
major manufacturers.

ADNEWS: Data is increasingly
important to marketers and
advertisers, enabling them to
personalise and contextualise
messaging for consumers. How
is carsales utilising data to enable
brands to better connect with
consumers?

SG: We have a lot of intent data,
such as online body language
that tracks how people act in our
marketplace. What we do with
that is personalisation - making
the experience more attuned to
who they are and where they are
in the buying cycle. It also allows
marketers to present the right type
of communications to them, whether
that's classified content, brand
content or retail content. This really
optimises the customer experience.
Our marketplace is a treasure
trove for car brands who are
trying to understand buyer
profiles, demand, product mix,
competitive differentiation, feature
popularity and pricing. The big
opportunities we are focused on
is going beyond personalisation understanding how they can link
marketplace activity, such as live
demand for different cars and
models, to their inventory control
and their life-cycle planning.
This data can be fed back up the
supply chain to help make more
effective stocking, timing, pricing
and marketing decisions.
That fusion between the
information of our customers and
what they've done in the past with
what they are doing now – live
online body language data – is
really powerful and we match that
with the very accurate vehicle
data that powers our analytics.
We definitely see ourselves as a
marketing solutions business, not
just an advertising business.
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ACCENTURE INTERACTIVE

CARAT

CAR SALES

RADIUM ONE

Brief: To amplify Accenture’s position as
a key and innovative thought leader in
the media, marketing and martech space
via an integrated four-month content
program across AdNews’ full suite of
channels.

Brief: Today, consumers know more about
the products, services and brands that
interest them than ever before, which
makes culture more important to building
brands than category.  How does AdNews
partner with Carat to explore the big shift
from category to culture?

Brief: To amplify Carsales’ position as the
nation’s premier portal for automotive
buying, selling and market intelligence via
a compelling, integrated content program
across AdNews’ full suite of channels.
The content program had to be a ‘must
consume’ to anyone involved in the
automotive sector.

Brief: Tribes are emerging and growing
at pace. People are feeling the need to
share and connect in a more authentic
way, with people who share genuine
passions, values or interests. From a
marketer’ s perspective, tapping into this
tribal behaviour and building teams of
advocates is essential for brands. But how
can brands find and embrace their tribe?

Execution: Four single page features in
print; features re-purposed for online
coverage; regular inclusion in AdNews
daily newsletter; five video interviews
with senior Accenture executives led by
AdNews editor; podcast featuring two
Accenture executives; full campaign
backing with social push across all
channels.

Execution: 20 leading Aussie marketers
invited to an intimate, exclusive breakfast
roundtable. Discussion was filmed for
an edited video that was distributed on
AdNews and AdNews’ YouTube channel.
Backed by double page feature in print;
two content pieces online and a social
push across all channels.

Execution: Four-page ‘State of the Motor
Market’ comprehensive print report; six
online stories published over a two to
four-week period and distributed via daily
newsletter and social. Backed by a strong
display campaign: two full page brand
advertisements in consecutive issues of
AdNews; four weeks of online display,
MRECs and banners across run of site;
four weeks MRECs on the AdNews daily
newsletter.

Execution: AdNews devised, produced
and hosted an invite-only roundtable
discussion with several leading Australian
marketers. Over a two-hour breakfast,
we sparked the conversation – driven by
AdNews editor Pippa Chambers – and
recorded the outcomes for video, and for
a double page feature in print that was
later disseminated online.
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